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We consider linear and scalar versions of the Blum–Shub–Smale model of computation
over the reals. The permitted computing operations of linear machines are addition and
multiplication by constants. The scalar machines can only multiply by constants. The
size of an input is its dimension, and the cost of any instruction is one. For each of these
structures we consider DNP and NP, the corresponding complexity classes with respect
to digital nondeterminism and standard real nondeterminism, respectively. We give DNP-
and NP-complete problems for linear and real scalar machines. On the other hand, we
show that the NP-class restricted to scalar machines over the integers with equality-tests
does not own a complete problem. © 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [1], Blum, Shub, and Smale developed a new model for computation over
real numbers—the BSS model, also known as the real Turing machine. For
this model they also introduced the complexity classes P and NP consisting
of all problems over which are recognizable deterministically and nondeter-
ministically, respectively, in polynomial time. By adaptation of Cook’s classi-
cal proof, NP-complete problems for the BSS model could be specified. Meer
[7] considered a linear version of the Blum–Shub–Smale model and discussed
the question of whether there are also NP-complete problems for these linear
machines. He conjectured that no NP-complete problems for these machines
exist. Since many special problems can be solved by binary guessing, Cucker
and Matamala [2] distinguished between the complexity classes DNP and NP
consisting of all problems over which are recognizable by digital nondeter-
minism and standard real nondeterminism, respectively, in polynomial time. For
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the linear setting, that and was shown by
Koiran [6].
There are a lot of modifications and generalizations of the BSS model. In [5]
Hemmerling showed that for models of computation over arbitrary structures
of finite types with equality-tests there are always DNP- and NP-complete
problems. This result includes Cook’s Theorem on the NP-completeness of
SAT in the classical setting and Megiddo’s NP-completeness theorem for some
kinds of general structures [9]. The linear structures, however, are of infinite
type. Hence, it is not possible to use Cook’s ideas here. Moreover, the simple
classical proof of the existence of NP-complete problems cannot be adapted
to arbitrary linear structures, since there are linear structures without universal
machines which would be able to simulate each other machine over the
considered structure if it gets the usual real-valued program code of and an
-input; cf. [7].
In this paper we deal with the linear (resp. scalar) machines as computation
models over linear (resp. scalar) structures and show that there exist DNP-
complete problems with respect to these machines. For linear real machines
with order-tests or equality-tests, because DNP = NP these problems are NP-
complete. Thus, the corresponding question by Smale which was the motivation
for Megiddo’s paper [9] is answered, and Meer’s conjecture is disproved. In
proving our NP-completeness result it is an important condition that the standard
nondeterminism does not do more than the digital nondeterminism with respect
to the polynomial classes. This will be clear if we consider the scalar machines
as example. For scalar real machines with equality tests we can also transfer
the -completeness result to since the classes and are
identical. But if we restrict these classes to computation over integers, then
these are distinct and it is not possible to find an NP-complete problem.
In the second section we briefly give the basic definitions. We define the
machines over linear and scalar structures and their codes. Sections 3 and 4
deal with the existence of DNP- and NP-complete problems for these machines
over the reals. In the last section we show that the class restricted to
integers does not own complete problems.
2. COMPUTABILITY OVER LINEAR AND SCALAR STRUCTURES
AND THE CODINGS OF THE MACHINES
We want to investigate -[D]NP-classes for the computation over several
structures given in the form universe; constants; operations; relations . Two
main examples are given by
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where is defined by for all and are relations
of arities , respectively, over .
Whereas the real BSS machine is a computation model over
, the linear real machines are computation models
over the linear structures . Each one of the linear machines
contains a finite number of instructions of the form and
. For arbitrary constants , we shall only consider
-machines with since
can be computed by and . In detail, such a
linear [real] machine can also work with index registers and the -registers
. The labelled instructions must be of one of the types (1), , (13):
The input: The digitally (resp. standard real) nondeterministic machine
guesses a sequence ( ) with in 0, 1 (resp. in ). The
deterministic machine works with ( ) = (0, 0, ). Then the input
is transformed into the initial configuration
with , and (1).
The output: are output (2).
Computations: For fixed , and the instructions , ,
, , , , , are possible
(3), , (10).
Copy instructions: Here the instruction is allowed (11).
Branchings: They correspond to “If then goto else goto
” (12) or “If then goto else goto ” (13).
An additive [real] machine is a linear real machine which cannot perform
scalar multiplications.
A scalar [real] machine is a computation model over . This one
is a linear real machine which cannot execute the instructions
and . Because the index operations are considered separately, the
instructions and remain allowable.
For a linear oracle machine with as oracles, the branch
conditions can also be defined by (type 14, ).
In the corresponding definitions for structures over the integers like
all considered domains and constants are restricted to integers.
Later on we shall use the following codes of machine instructions in which
the constants are described by means of the indices .
DEFINITION. The code of an instruction of a linear machine is the 5-tuple
of integers (label, type, , , ) where , , and are the values of the used
indices or labels, or 0 otherwise. For example, if the second instruction is equal
to “ ,” “ ,” or “If then goto 6 else goto 7,”
then its code is (2, 4, 1, 2, 3), (2, 8, 0, 0, 0), or (2, 12, 3, 6, 7).
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DEFINITION. The code of a linear machine consists of two parts, the first
part const = ( ) is defined by the machine constants, and the second
part instr is given by the sequence of the codes of all machine instructions in
ascending order of the labels.
Each of these [non]deterministic machines accepts an input if the machine
yields the output value 1 for the corresponding input [and some guesses]. Let the
[nondeterministic] rejection, recognition, and decision be defined correspond-
ingly. For any structure let -DNP (resp. -NP) be the corresponding
complexity class of all problems over the universe of which are recogniz-
able digitally nondeterministically (resp. standard real nondeterministically) by
a machine over in polynomially bounded time, where the size of an input is
its dimension and the cost of any instruction is one. For real machines we shall
use the common denotations , , etc.
As usual in BSS theory, let every (decision) problem ( ) be given by two
sets and with and , respectively. Let be
a class of problems. A problem is -complete [with respect to
-reductions] if for every problem there is a function
such that is computable by a deterministic machine over in polynomially
bounded time and, for every , we have iff . For the
latter, we shall say that the problem ( ) is [ -]reducible to ( ) by the
reduction in polynomial time.
3. AN NP-COMPLETE PROBLEM FOR LINEAR MACHINES
Analogously to the classical setting where a universal machine can be used,
we want to define a -complete problem ( ) by means of an -
machine which can simulate the first steps of any digitally nondeterministic
linear real machine for arbitrary . Then, for any problem ( ) in ,
the necessary reduction can be derived from the corresponding machine
recognizing ( ) and, more precisely, the problem ( ) can be reduced to
( ) by a transformation of any to an element of
which mainly depends on and the code of . Since and the code of
are not sufficient for the simulation of steps in general, we additionally
shall make available by this reduction the values of the scalar products which
can be computed by linear machines with constants in const from the input
in steps. The idea for this definition is connected with the following
observations where denotes the concatenation of tuples, for example,
( ) stands for the -tuple ( )
and
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is the -tuple with components determined by ,
with for arbitrary
( ), , and for all (where we have ).
There is a digitally nondeterministic additive machine which is able to
simulate the first steps of each of the other digitally nondeterministic linear
machines in polynomially bounded time if it gets the -input ( ),
prod( , const , ), and the code instr as inputs.
Let be a digitally nondeterministic linear machine with constants given by
const = ( ). For an input ( ) and binary guesses, at any
time of the computation of which is less than or equal to ( ), each
value of a -register of can be described by a linear combination of the form
where , and are integers. Therefore, in the simulation of the
first steps of for this input by a machine , each -register of can be
replaced by an integral vector of length with the components
and if prod( , const , ) is given.
Then, the initial assignment of can be represented by
and for . Moreover, handles its guesses as -guesses
and simulates the assignment by and for
. After the input each register corresponds to a unit vector or zero. The
additions and subtractions executed by can be simulated by the usual vector
addition and subtraction. The multiplication by means a translation of the
integers within the corresponding vector by positions. If a simulation of a
test or the output is necessary, then the real values of the registers of can be
computed by means of the corresponding vector and a part of the input.
The set of inputs which we have treated for until now is not decidable
by an -machine. For that reason we extend the set of inputs for . We
shall also consider the behavior of our simulation procedure in the case that
an arbitrary -tuple prod is taken as part of the input instead of the
tuple prod( , const , ). This means that we permit also the pseudo-
simulation or imitation of the machine on its -dimensional inputs by
where does not get the real values of the intermediate products as part of
the input but rather an arbitrary tuple prod of the same length and where
works like the described simulation, but used prod for the interpretation of the
terms .
Let accept ( , , prod, instr , ) iff the pseudo-simulation of for an
-dimensional -input by which is based on instr and prod yields the
output value 1 for after the pseudo-simulation of at most steps of . In
the other cases, let reject ( , , prod, instr , ). We shall formulate the
question of which inputs are accepted by as a problem of the class .
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DEFINITION. Let the Binary linear acceptability problem
be given by
LEMMA 1. is in .
Proof. During the [pseudo-]simulation of the input, the computations, and
the copy instructions of a machine , our machine operates only over the
integral coefficients and which are bounded by and . If
a test is necessary or the output of is reached, then our machine needs the
current values of the considered registers for [within the pseudo-simulation
of ]. These are obtained by computing the sum of summands of
the form prod where is an integer with and the second factor is
given as a component of the -input. Assume that each of these is stored
in binary representation, the computation of the value prod is possible in
the same time in which the value of can be determined. This time can be
bounded polynomially in .
LEMMA 2. Each problem is -reducible to in
polynomial time.
Proof. Let be an -machine which recog-
nizes a problem digitally nondeterministically in a time bounded by a polynomial
. Then the reduction which assigns ( , , prod( , const , ),
instr , ) to is also computable in polynomial time.
THEOREM 1. is -complete.
COROLLARY 1. Each -complete problem is also -complete.
Proof. Because the machine recognizing is additive, the problem
is -reducible to each -complete problem in polynomial
time.
Theorem 1 renders possible several generalizations. For example, we can
change the test relations. However, we must have regard to the following fact.
In the described simulation of linear machines, equality tests with respect to
integers are also used for the computation of indices which are necessary in
copying.
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THEOREM 2. Let be a structure over which the equality of integers
is decidable in constant time. Then the corresponding problem is
-complete.
The following generalization of Theorem 1 is useful for the characterization
of the higher classes of the polynomial hierarchy for linear machines (see [4]).
THEOREM 3. Let denote the class of all problems recog-
nized by digitally nondeterministic linear oracle machines with order-tests and
the sets as oracles in polynomial time. Then the correspond-
ing problem is -complete.
Now, we shall answer the question about NP-complete problems for linear
machines whose branchings are only defined by equality tests or order tests.
This is a conclusion making use of the following result (compare [6]):
THEOREM 4. For linear machines we have the following identities:
(i) .
(ii) .
Hence, we have the main result:
THEOREM 5. The classes and own complete problems.
(i) is -complete.
(ii) is -complete.
4. AN NP-COMPLETE PROBLEM FOR REAL SCALAR MACHINES
Now, it is not difficult to give a -complete problem analogously to
. Because of this problem is also -complete.
However, to show the equality of these two polynomial classes, we cannot adapt
Koiran’s proof in detail since the latter uses the addition.
DEFINITION. Let the Binary scalar acceptability problem
be given by
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where is an -machine which [pseudo-]simulates the first
steps of each digitally nondeterministic -machine in polynomial time.
Remark. For the input ( ) and guesses in 0, 1 , at any time of
computation of which is less than or equal to , each value of a register of
is 0 or equal to a component of prod( , const , ) such that during
the pseudo-simulation by each register of can be even replaced by
such a zero or a unit vector.
On the one hand, the structure
and the Peano structure of natural numbers with successor function denoted
by ; succ; are isomorphic. On the other hand, the scalar
multiplication makes it possible to store the values of the -indices and
in -registers of in the representation and . For any -dimensional
input, the machine starts with the values = 1 and in its index
registers such that can get by
Likewise it is possible to assign some integral value like given indirectly in
the form in some register to an index register of , for example by
Therefore, can realize the computation for the -indices and over the
structure by handling the exponents analogously to the computations over
at first, and after that, can transfer the exponents of the results into index
registers.
Moreover, enumerates the steps of [pseudo-]simulation of a machine
as follows: , . We can describe the work of in this way:
THEOREM 6. The problem is -complete.
Proof. We have seen that the computation of the values and for any
given in an index register by some reduction is not difficult. The only
new problem is the computation of the value for some polynomial in
polynomial time. But we know that, for each polynomial , the value can
be got as output of an -machine in a time of the order if is given.
Hence, we can compute the value over from in the same time.
THEOREM 7. For computations over , it holds .
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Proof. Let be an -machine with , ,
which recognizes a problem nondeterministically in a time
bounded by the polynomial . For any possible computation path of
a fixed input ( ) of , there is a system consisting of
equations and inequalities of the form or where and
are constants or products of the kind with some variable
( ) and some exponents being less than .
Similarly to Koiran’s proof, it is possible to construct an
-machine which, for a given input
( ), guesses digitally an -path and checks the satisfiability
of in polynomial time. More precisely, computes and eliminates the
variables of as far as possible. If is an accepting path and there are no
contradictions in the remaining system of equations and inequalities then
accepts ( ).
THEOREM 8. is -complete.
5. THE INCOMPLETENESS OF THE PROBLEMS IN -NP
The considerations in Section 3 show that it is possible to construct a DNP-
complete problem over the structure in the same way. Moreover, the DNP-
and NP-classes over those linear structures for which the equality-
relation is decidable in constant time contain complete problems, because every
complexity class over one of these linear structures is equal to the corresponding
class over a structure of the form . Indeed, each
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multiplication by an integral constant can be replaced by many additions
or subtractions.
In the setting of we have another situation. Whereas
holds in the real case and, consequently, both classes have the same complete
problems, we have over . For example, the problem (
) belongs to -NP, but not to -DNP. Moreover, the simulation of arbitrary
nondeterministic scalar machines over is not possible in polynomial time
by only one fixed machine over because the products of arbitrary constants
and guesses must be computed. If the guesses are arbitrary integers and the
addition is not available, then this is not possible in polynomial time without
other additional operations or relations. We even show that there do not exist
NP-complete problems for this setting.
THEOREM 9. -NP does not possess a complete problem.
Proof. We shall start from the assumption that there is a -NP-complete
problem ( ) and then we shall give a problem ( ) which cannot be
-reduced by any function to ( ) in polynomial time because there
are and with , in any case.
The proof is based on investigations of computation paths, a method which
can also be found, for example, in [3] and [7].
Let us assume that ( ) with is a -NP-complete
problem and let be a -machine ( )
which recognizes ( ) nondeterministically in polynomial time.
Let be a prime number such that are not divisible by , and
let ( ) be given by and . ( ) is a one-
dimensional problem which belongs to -NP. Thus, the problem ( ) can be
reduced to ( ) by a -machine ( )
in constant time. Let be such a machine computing the reduction of
( ) to ( ) in constant time. For each computation path of an input , at
any time the values of the -registers of are uniquely determined by terms of
the form or . Moreover, the possible computation paths are
determined by systems of equations of the form and
inequalities of the form (we omit the trivial equations
and inequalities of the form with and ,
which we obtain for or = 0 and = 0, or
= 0 and = 0.) If we choose the path which is only determined by the non-
trivial inequalities of the given form, we know that the set has the
computation path contains almost all . To simplify matters, in the
following we consider the subproblem . Then, on the
one hand, all interesting outputs of this machine can be described by the
same uniquely determined -tuple of terms in
where every is a product of the form . On the other hand, for all
, we must also have iff .
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Now, we can consider the computation paths of . We assume that every
computation for an input in terminates with the output of the constant 0
or 1 after steps for a given polynomial .
The tests of restricted to the inputs correspond
to tests of the following form where are constants in and
are guesses in ( ).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
The strings put in brackets are optional. Each computation path of the
interesting inputs is uniquely determined by , a system of equations and
inequalities of the kind (2), (3), (4), or (5). For arbitrary and arbitrary
guesses, (1) and (6) are continually true or false.
Now, we shall show that there is a prime number in such that
with and with have the same computation path
with respect to and, consequently, both are accepted or rejected by . In
this way we shall get a contradiction to the NP-completeness of ( ).
First of all we consider the following sets of numbers:
Each of the sets , , and contains almost all integers. That means that
the set is a set with .
Let be given by for some . Because
of there is an accepting computation path which is covered by
the computation of for the input and some guesses .
Obviously, the system is satisfied by ( ). If one of the
variables , is uniquely determined by formulas of , then the only
prime factors of its value are prime factors of . Therefore
equations such as (3) which would determine uniquely do not belong to ,
and if contains an equation of the form (2), then the variable cannot be
uniquely defined by equations of of the kind (4) and (5).
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Now, we will give a tuple ( ) with
which has the same computation path . For each , let
where is a prime number and not a prime factor of
.
It remains to show that ( ) and ( ) satisfy
the same formulas given by . Here, we shall only consider tests of the
kind (4) as an example for the proof. For and with
the corresponding and must be defined in the same
way. In the case of we must also consider
different definitions for and . If and, hence, are
uniquely determined by and is a multiple of , then is a
prime factor of , but not of . If is uniquely
determined by or a multiple of and is not uniquely determined
by and is no multiple of , then is a prime factor of ,
but not of .
Because the acceptance of by and are contradictory, our
assumption that ( ) is -NP-complete fails.
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